What does it mean to experience the joy of belonging?

My children run into Tot Shabbat each month excited to see their friends and celebrate Shabbat with enthusiasm and love. My older child is learning in Religious school and truly enjoys going each week. Our youngest feels right at home, playing during Jeremiah Buddies and greeting the Jeremiah staff with smiles and hugs. We have found a place to call home. We look forward to watching our family grow with Jeremiah and know that it is a great place to belong! -Mara Franken

It really warmed our hearts to have Oliver join his cousin in asking the four questions in Hebrew at the Seder. It wouldn’t have happened without Temple Jeremiah. Please share a proud grandpa’s admiration for his grandson and the fine teaching staff at Jeremiah. I can’t wait for Jonah (Oliver’s younger brother) to learn as well.

-Henry Schlessinger

I have always felt welcomed by the open arms of this community. The congregation has provided for me many wonderful experiences, including partaking in *tikkun olam* by giving me the opportunity to establish and lead the Family Promise Program that happens twice a year. Temple Jeremiah has allowed me to be part of the worship experience through music, during our Saturday morning T’filah service, and the (H)OUR Shabbat service each month, playing for the Religious school Purim celebration, and of course the Purim Schpiel. I’ve even sung a duet with our Cantor at High Holy Days. Temple Jeremiah is my home.

- Fred Kagan
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We at Temple Jeremiah take pride in knowing that everything we do...

905 Households in the Temple Jeremiah Community

53 New Households welcomed into our Jeremiah family

458 Different givers making donations to help strengthen Temple Jeremiah programs

74 Circles of Giving Donors

*All statistics